Abstract: Web accessibility not only guarantees universal user access to the Web, but also provides interesting benefits for Web development. In order to achieve the goal of Web accessibility, an interesting approach is the incorporation of accessibility requirements into current Web engineering methods. This article presents the Accessibility for Web Applications (AWA) approach with the aim of integrating accessibility into Web engineering methods. The paper also discusses the application of the AWA approach to the Object-Oriented Web Solutions (OOWS) engineering method to produce accessible Web applications with a focus on navigational requirements. In order to demonstrate the practical applicability and usefulness of the approach, a proof of concept is described, the results of which indicating the satisfaction of navigation accessibility requirements. With the application of the AWA approach in the model-driven development (MDD) method, previously-defined OOWS models have been extended with the accessibility criteria, providing resources for the required changes in the process.
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1 Introduction

It is no longer the case that the only users affected by barriers to Web accessibility are individuals with disabilities. Indeed, as many users experience problems using the Web resulting from not only disabilities, but also functional and technological limitations, as well as other environmental factors, it can be said that the digital divide is, in fact, growing.
One important demographic trend to consider for Web accessibility is the aging general population and work force (i.e., many workers are choosing to retire at an older age) in industrialized countries. As many of these older workers use the Web not only for work-related and administrative tasks, but also for leisure activities, e-government, e-learning, socializing, banking and information access, the result may be the increased importance and number of age-related accessibility barriers encountered by older users. In order to avoid the exclusion of these individuals, as well as many others, from the Web, the goal of e-inclusion must be vigorously pursued. Considering the possible negative economic ramifications of accessibility barriers for this growing percentage of the workforce, one sees Web accessibility as a goal to be pursued on more than just social justice grounds alone.

In order to design a universally accessible Web, important initiatives exist for the legislation, standardization and regulation of accessibility guidelines and standards. Nevertheless, current statistics show that these directives are often not followed and barriers to accessibility continue to exist today [27].

One of the main reasons for this is the lack of proper knowledge and training in the IT community on matters related to Web accessibility. Misconceptions on the topic have resulted in disproportionate attention being paid to the difficulties of implementing accessibility standards in Web development; while the advantages and economic benefits derivable from accessible Web development have received scant attention [11].

The authors of this paper take accessibility as a criterion for quality to be guaranteed in all Web development projects. While it is true that the incorporation of accessibility criteria in early Web development phases may be linked with higher cost predictions and longer development processes, these costs become significantly higher, to the point of rendering the endeavour virtually impracticable, when accessibility is taken into account at later stages. It has been the perception of Web developers that methodologies are needed which incorporate Web accessibility throughout the entire development process [19].

It is interesting to note that, despite endeavours such as the Web Content Accessibility Guidelines (WCAG) [45], very few approaches offer support for the incorporation of accessibility requirements in the software development process. Instead, where accessibility requirements have been dealt with, little discussion can be found in the literature – despite the existence of a few articles on particular development activities – on how their incorporation should be carried out. Rather, the works indicate a growth in Web application evaluation technique research and highlight the lack of research attention dedicated to numerous development activities [12].

In an attempt to rectify this lack of attention to accessibility issues in Web development, Accessibility for Web Applications (AWA) was created as a methodological framework supporting the development of accessible Web applications from the perspective of Web engineering [23]. With accessibility defined as the fulfilment of WCAG, the AWA approach takes as its overall goal the definition of specific accessibility requirements to be included at different steps of a Web engineering method such that overall accessibility may be ensured. These requirements have been defined with a degree of independence sufficient for their use in different Web engineering methods.
AWA includes conceptual elements capable of abstracting WCAG accessibility requirements, as well as patterns that allow for mapping between conceptual primitives and accessible HTML code. Of course, it is important to mention that, as not all accessibility requirements can be dealt with in conceptual modeling and some must be addressed in implementation, implementation guides are also provided by the AWA approach. Nevertheless, this latter feature lies outside the scope of the present article.

To demonstrate the power of AWA in the Object-Oriented Web Solutions (OOWS) engineering method [10] and according to an MDD strategy, a subset of accessibility requirements related to navigation has been selected here. Section 2 of the paper discusses related work, while the AWA methodological framework is presented in Section 3. In Section 4, the AWA approach for Web engineering methods and the Web navigation metamodel are presented. Section 5 offers a proof of concept for the AWA approach in the OOWS method, as well as the process whereby accessibility requirements are incorporated therein. Finally, Section 6 offers concluding remarks and proposes areas for future research.

2 Current Practice and Research

In order to achieve comprehensive Web accessibility, a significant number of initiatives, legislation and standards exist which identify problems and suggest new, accessible designs. Among accessibility standards, the World Wide Web Consortium (W3C) along with the Web Accessibility Initiative (WAI) both deserve special mention [42]. The Web Content Accessibility Guidelines (WCAG) [45] are the most important component of the WAI and for which two versions currently exist, namely, WCAG 1.0 and WCAG 2.0. While the former version is still that named in many legislative and regulatory frameworks, in other contexts it has been supplanted by WCAG 2.0 since as early as its publication date as a W3C Recommendation in December of 2008. In the European Union and following Digital Agenda and the standardization mandate 376 [6][9], WCAG 2.0 is considered the official standard. WCAG 2.0 is also referenced in the legislation of many other countries. Australia, Canada, Hong Kong, Japan and New Zealand, for example, have already adopted WCAG 2.0. Other important WCAG 2.0-based initiatives include the recent ISO/IEC DIS 40500 [17], BITV 2 [5] in Germany, RGAA [32] in France, AODA [28] in Ontario, JIS X 8341-3 [16] in Japan, UNE 139803 in Spain [1] and Section 508 (29 U.S. Code § 794d) in the United States [33]. Although less extensive, these standards are nevertheless very similar to the WCAG and studies can be found comparing the former and latter.

WCAG 2.0 follows an approach different from that of WCAG 1.0, inasmuch as the former was developed to be applied not only to W3C technologies, but also to other current and emerging technologies. As will be seen in the following sections, the present paper and the techniques discussed herein are based entirely on WCAG 2.0 [43].

Of the number of relevant studies found based on WCAG 1.0 and 2.0, the majority deal with the evaluation of accessibility, be it the quantitative measurement of accessibility [36] or qualitative evaluation with necessary tools [1] [44]. While some authors offer instructions for the use of these guidelines [34] or propose simple frameworks in an attempt to maximize benefits from guideline implementation [26], very few address the question of how to incorporate accessibility requirements in the software development process [20]. In the studies which do, piecemeal suggestions are generally
offered rather than comprehensive solutions [4]. There has also been a notable lack of technological support in the different activities taking accessibility into account [38].

Some studies have been found proposing the application of WCAG to semantic Web technologies like ontologies, XML, XMLSchema and OWL [21][30]. Among studies found in the area of Web engineering methods, some propose the use of patterns in a method for the inclusion of particular accessibility requirements in user interfaces [18], while others propose the use of the WebML method, focused on user-friendly and efficient access in navigation and information retrieval [3].

Nevertheless, very few articles have been found which directly address the question of how to model accessibility according to WCAG and only one was found with an aspect-oriented approach [20]. In this way, none of the previous approaches fully satisfy accessibility standards. An interesting attempt meriting particular mention, however, is the DANTE approach integrating the Web Authoring for Accessibility (WAfA) ontology [37][14] for the visually impaired into WSDM method [30]. This latter approach has similarities with the AWA approach presented here. Both, for instance, make an abstraction of accessibility concepts for the integration of accessibility through the inclusion of navigational and structural semantics. To automatize this process, both approaches propose an MDD strategy, integrating the requirements in a Web engineering method. Furthermore, both define the relationship between accessibility concepts and method requirements or modeling concepts as a strategy. Nevertheless, important differences between the two approaches do exist. Whereas DANTE’s focus with the use of the WAfA ontology does not provide WCAG 2.0-based concepts, the AWA approach includes WCAG 2.0 requirements. While it is true that there is some overlap in some concepts considered by both approaches, this is not the case throughout. Of particular interest in this regard is that WCAG 2.0 is a product of consensus and, as such, offers benefits to distinct groups of users with disabilities. AWA, therefore, incorporates aspects of accessibility not considered in the DANTE approach with the WAfA ontology. While DANTE approach accessibility requirements, for example, permit semantic annotation to provide screen readers with extra information to better facilitate the audio presentation of a web page, DANTE does not consider other scenarios or modes of access beyond that of screen readers.

3 AWA Approach

Accessibility for Web Applications (AWA) provides a framework with methodological support for the inclusion of accessibility requirements in the Web application development process [23]. AWA provides guidance to Web engineers for the incorporation of the following types of accessibility requirements from different perspectives: (a) organization and business-related requirements that integrate accessibility and quality policies (e.g., an accessibility training plan in the company or the selection of technology used in accessibility evaluation), (b) requirements regarding the Web development method and following a methodological approach for their systematic integration – following WCAG – from the beginning of the process, and (c) a user-centred design (UCD) approach anticipating user participation in the design process [15][22].

In each case, the full scope of functional diversity and unfavourable contexts of use on the Web is considered from the vantage point of universal design [25]. Tailoring the AWA approach to these
different perspectives, three different AWA support components – Organization, WCAG and Interaction – were developed.

These components were then applied to a real-world scenario, as explained in later sections of this article. Section 4 discusses the integration of the WCAG component (focusing on navigation-oriented requirements) in Web engineering methods following a MDD strategy. This is concretely demonstrated in Section 5 in the OOWS engineering method. The result of the application of AWA, as will be discussed in much greater depth, is the accessibility (i.e., accordance with WCAG) of the resulting Web pages.

For the development of the three components, as well as the set of requirements, various sources including WCAG, ISO 13407, the more recent ISO 9241-210 and human-computer interaction (HCI) methods were consulted in order to follow UCD approach. With this diverse set of standards, a study was performed to determine how and when exactly they could be incorporated in the early stages of the development process. In order to ensure the quality of the accessibility provided, a classification of requirements was obtained.

Figure 1 The AWA methodological approach.

The requirements activate a number of mechanisms which, in turn, offer resources to professionals for the application of the methodological support framework. It is these specific mechanisms which are responsible for running the accessibility requirements in each phase of the development process. Figure 1 represents the three AWA components including related requirements. The 'propose' arrow represents the conceptualization of requirements from different sources, while the 'activate' arrow represents the different mechanisms responsible for fulfilling requirements. The mechanisms are associated with a given activity at a specific moment in each Web development process.

The AWA approach aims to offer developmental support for the generation of accessible web pages and was created for application in Web engineering methods for the automatic production of Web applications, as well as Web applications generating dynamic websites (i.e., database-backed sites with dynamically generated content). These destination approaches must make use of client-side technologies like W3C standards (e.g., XHTML, HTML and CSS) and server-side technologies. That said, the support of rich internet applications and the inclusion of accessibility requirements according Accessible Rich Internet Applications (WAI-ARIA) currently fall outside the scope of AWA [24].

3.1 Accessibility requirements of WCAG component

As shown in Figure 1, the WCAG component is abstracted from official WCAG documentation semantics. WCAG, as mentioned earlier, is a widely-accepted standard for the definition of Web accessibility focused on application during evaluation, rather than in the development process. The
authors analysed official WCAG documentation semantics, as well as those of other WAI documents, obtaining through abstraction implicit accessibility requirements of different natures or types. This was done in part to guarantee that accessibility requirements be incorporated at different points of the software development process. The goal is referred to here as a quality requirement and is pursued through the systematization of accessibility for each requirement, such that it can be addressed in the design. The requirements classification obtained distinguishes between navigation, content, presentation and user interaction requirements [23]. Some requirements can be included in the design phase, whereas requirements that cannot be tackled in the modelling phase must instead be addressed in the implementation phase. As mentioned earlier, AWA also provides implementation guides to support these requirements.

While the abstraction is performed in the context of the software development process, these requirements nevertheless maintain a direct and complete correspondence with WCAG (Table 1 of sub-section 4.1 illustrates the correspondence between WCAG 2.0, WCAG 1.0 and the navigation-related requirements).

3.2. How is the WCAG component applied?

As described, the AWA support framework application incorporates accessibility requirements through the activation of different mechanisms associated with a given activity at a specific moment of the Web development process.

![Activity diagram of Step 1, ‘Extend organization method’, applying AWA approach.](image)

If an organization wants to apply the AWA approach to develop accessible Web applications, it must follow two principal steps:
Step 1: Extend organization method. A software production organization follows a specific development method. This method could follow a more or less agile approach, as well as an MDD strategy. The figure 2 shows this step with an UML activity diagram. AWA provides a metamodel that incorporates the accessibility requirements concerning WCAG (denoted by AWA_MetamodelWCAG in Figure 2). This metamodel must be integrated in the method metamodel (see Figure 2, ‘Extended Metamodel’ and ‘Analysis’ phase). To conduct this integration, different development method-dependant integration strategies are followed. The metamodel defined in AWA is described using MOF and OCL languages.

Figure 2 shows the activity diagram of this approach. In the design phase, primitives are extended to deal with the extended metamodel. Finally, in the implementation phase, the transformation rules are also extended with the use of AWA-provided code patterns (denoted by AWA_Code_PatternsWCAG in Figure 2). The final result is an organization method extended to include accessibility requirements in the metamodel. This step is taken once in the organization method. The approach applied to the OOWS engineering method is shown below in Section 5.

Step 2: Web application development. The accessibility requirements that have not been included through modelling using the extended method must be integrated by other means for each new Web application. These requirements are related to the concrete presentation and accessibility evaluation process.

4 Approach for Web Engineering Methods

This section demonstrates how accessibility requirements are integrated in conceptual modelling following the ‘extend organization method’ approach described previously. As shown in Figure 2, tree resources have to be defined including the metamodel, the patterns to translate conceptual primitives into HTML code, as well as an integration strategy to map the metamodel in the Web engineering methods:

- AWA_Metamodel. For each guideline in WCAG, a conceptual model is defined to represent a given requirement. The main goal of this metamodel is the description of each accessibility concept that a model must include. The metamodel was defined generically enough so as to be method-independent.

- Integration_Strategy. In order to integrate the AWA_Metamodel into current Web engineering methods, an integration strategy is proposed. First, the method modelling entities which must support an accessibility requirement are selected. Next, a strategy is proposed according to which relationships are created between these modelling entities and the accessibility metamodel entities describing the additional information. In order to capture such relationships, weaving models have been applied [7]. A weaving model establishes the relationships between the modelling entities of two models that are not directly related. Through the application of this strategy, changes in the method metamodel are avoided.

- AWA_Code_Patterns. These patterns describe the accessible HTML code to be generated for each conceptual primitive from AWA_Metamodel. The patterns are used to improve the code generation phase of the MDD strategy.
Accessibility requirements that cannot be tackled in the modelling phase must be addressed in the implementation phase. While the AWA approach also provides implementation guides to support these requirements, this lies beyond the scope of the present article.

4.1 AWA_Metamodel

As the focus of the present article is navigation-centred accessibility requirements, the following WCAG 2.0 guidelines have been selected:

- Guideline 1.3: “Create content that can be presented in different ways without losing information or structure.”
- Guideline 2.4: “Provide ways to help users navigate, find content and determine where they are” with success criteria including “the purpose of each link”, “multiple ways”, “Web pages have titles that describe topic or purpose” and “headings and labels describe topic or purpose”.

From the analysis of these guidelines, the following accessibility requirements must be addressed. These requirements are illustrated in Figure 3.

- Structural mark-up: Web contents must be logically organized using HTML heading elements (h1, h2, h3, h4, h5, and h6). Additionally, web pages must have titles that describe their topic or purpose.
- Good navigation: The purpose of each link and its labels must be clear to the user.
- Navigation resources: In order to locate the Web content, navigation mechanisms (e.g., breadcrumb trail, site map and navigation bars) as well as current location in the application must be provided to the users.
Table 1 shows WCAG 2.0 Success Criteria supported with each of these requirements. It is noteworthy that only 8 of the 61 WCAG 2.0 Success Criteria have been dealt with here. However, Level A Conformance can be reached using these selected success criteria. This justifies the fact that the requirements must be systematized from early stages of the development process.

Table 1. Mapping between guidelines (WCAG 1.0 & WCAG 2.0) and accessibility requirements with HTML Techniques for WCAG 2.0.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>WCAG 1.0 Checkpoint / Priority</th>
<th>WCAG 2.0 SUCCESS CRITERIA / Level Sufficient Techniques WCAG 2.0</th>
<th>AWA_RequirementWCAG</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Code</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1.3.1</td>
<td>Info and Relationships Techniques: H42, ARIA1, ARIA4</td>
<td>Name</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12.1 (*)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2.4.2</td>
<td>Page Titled Techniques: G88, H25, ARIA1</td>
<td>Name</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13.8 (*)</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2.4.6</td>
<td>Headings and Labels Techniques: G130, G131</td>
<td>Name</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.5 (*)</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2.4.1</td>
<td>Section Headings Technique: G141</td>
<td>Name</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13.1 (*)</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2.4.4</td>
<td>Link Purpose (in context) Techniques: G91, G53, ARIA1</td>
<td>Name</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13.1 (*)</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2.4.9</td>
<td>Link Purpose (link only) Techniques: G791, C7</td>
<td>Name</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13.3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2.4.5</td>
<td>Multiple Ways Techniques: G125, G63, G64, G126</td>
<td>Name</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13.9 (*)</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2.4.8</td>
<td>Location Techniques: G63, G65, G128, G127, H59</td>
<td>Name</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*No direct WCAG 2.0 equivalent

Figure 4 shows the proposed metamodel for the collection of the navigation-related requirements according to WCAG. To support the requirement, Structural Markup (N 01.02), the AccessiblePage

1 Comparison of WCAG 1.0 Checkpoints to WCAG 2.0 (http://www.w3.org/WAI/WCAG20/from10/comparison/).
entity, represents a Web page. The topic attribute describes the contents of the page having a correspondence with the text to include in the Title HTML element in the final Web code required to achieve WCAG 2.0 Success Criteria 2.4.2.

An AccessiblePage is made up of several ContentNodes, which are also described using the topic attribute and used to describe the HTML heading elements (h1, h2, etc.) to achieve WCAG 2.0 Success Criteria 1.3.1. Additionally, if the topic attribute provides descriptive headings, the technique G130 can be applied and WCAG 2.0 Success Criteria 2.4.6 can be fulfilled. The ContentNodes are structured into different levels using the Header entity. WCAG 2.0 Success Criteria 2.4.10 indicates that the headers organize the content, according to the technique G141. The level association between ContentNode and Header establishes the ordering sequence between different headers. As an example, the first header is considered as the title of the content, whereas subsequent headers represent the sub-sections. Using these modelling entities, an organized hierarchy of webpage contents can be described.

The requirement Good Navigation (N 01.01) is supported by the purpose attribute of the Link modelling entity. This attribute has a correspondence with the text of the link purpose in the final Web code (as described in 13.1 of WCAG 1.0, as well as 2.4.4 and 2.4.9 of WCAG 2.0) using the technique G91, indicating that the link text must describe the purpose of a link.

![Diagram](image_url)

Figure 4 AWA_Metamodel corresponding to navigation requirements.

Finally, as regards the requirement Navigation Resources (N 01.03) for the location of Web content, WCAG 2.0 Success Criteria 2.4.5 indicates that more than one way is required to locate a web page and using two or more of the many techniques proposed by WCAG 2.0: (a) providing a site map according to technique G63 represented with the Sitemap entity made up of the different PageLinks and (b) the Boolean breadcrumb attribute of the AccessiblePage entity has a correspondence with the breadcrumb trail navigation indicated in the technique G65 to achieve WCAG 2.0 Success Criteria 2.4.8. If the attribute is set to true, the current location of the user must be shown in the web page.
4.2 AWA Code Patterns

Providing a helpful resource to programmers, AWA Code Patterns is a mechanism activated by an AWA Metamodel meta-element, as described before. The pattern indicates the expected final code as a result of introducing the requirements described in the metamodel.

Figure 5 AWA_Code_Pattern N 01.01 (good navigation).

Figure 5 shows a patterns for requirement \textit{N 01.01} indicating what the resulting code would be if a \textit{Link} element were included. This \textit{Link} element is described from metamodel entities (see Figure 4). This requirement indicates that the text or anchor link of the \textit{Link} element must describe the purpose of the link.

```html
<doctype...>
<html>
<head>
<title>AccessiblePage.topic</title>
</head>
<body>
Process_all_associated_ContentNode
</body>
</html>
```

Figure 6 AWA_Code_Pattern N 01.02(structural mark-up).

In relation to requirement \textit{N 01.02}, a pattern is shown in Figure 6 indicating both that a website should have \textit{Header} elements and how the header should include attributes from the \textit{ContentNode} entity of the metamodel described. For requirement \textit{N 01.03}, a pattern is not offered due to the multiple coding possibilities present.

5 Proof of Concept: Applying AWA to the OOWS Engineering Method

OOWS is an engineering method providing methodological support for Web application development. The method was developed as an extension of the OO-Method [19] in order to provide better support for Web-related concepts. In order to achieve this goal, OOWS introduces a new set of models (a user model, navigational model and presentation model) to support the interaction between the user and a
Web application. However, several accessibility barriers had been detected when a Web application was generated using the OOWS method. For that reason, the method was selected as a proof of concept for the AWA approach.

In order to evaluate the approach, two tasks were performed. First, the OOWS engineering method was extended using AWA, as described in Section 4. This extension was carried out at the levels of modelling (sub-section 5.3) and code generation (sub-section 5.4). Secondly, the authors analysed the expected improvement of the accessibility in the modelling of a case study. A lab demonstration is presented here using a case study as empirical validation research method. The demonstration justifies that the methodology could be used in practice and shows the utility of the proposed approach, offering an explanation in terms of mechanisms used to include accessibility requirements in software development (sub-section 5.5) [40][41].

5.1 OOWS

In order to support Web application development, OOWS includes a navigational model to gather navigational requirements that is made up of several (sub-)models. First, users that directly interact with the system are represented in a user diagram. Next, the abstract tasks that the users can carry out with the system (e.g., adding a new customer to the system or browsing a product catalogue) are represented as ‘navigational contexts’. The navigational contexts accessible to a specific user are described using a navigational map. Navigational contexts are classified as ‘first level’ if they are always accessible to the user or as ‘sequence’ if they are only accessible by means of navigation from another context. The navigational map also supports grouping a set of contexts together as a ‘subsystem’.

Navigational contexts are further decomposed into abstract interaction units (AIUs) which specify an atomic interaction (e.g., the retrieval of a set of data objects). An AIU is defined as an interaction view over the state of the information system objects as defined in an object model. Two types of AIUs exist, namely, (1) a population AIU which retrieves a set of data for interaction and (2) a service AIU which represents an interaction for a service execution from a set of input arguments.

To specify the information to be shown, each population AIU is made up of a set of stereotyped classes with the «view» keyword that represent views over the attributes of the system objects. Each population AIU has one mandatory class, called a manager class, and a set of optional classes, called complementary classes, to provide complementary information from the manager class.

5.2 Case study: 23andME

In order to validate the AWA approach, justify the usefulness of the proposal and analyse the accessibility issues of a Web site described using OOWS Models without including the AWA extension, we present a laboratory demonstration. The web site modelled is 23andMe, a personalized genomics web portal. This portal offers personal genomic service from a user-provided DNA sample, analysing 966,983 SNPs of all human chromosomes. From the results of this analysis, they provide information about health, ancestry and the user’s genome. 23andMe is a good example of current Web 2.0 trends, as it has been designed to provide genomic information in an understandable way for end-
users and, therefore, includes collaborative and social features. While the full description of all the details about the 23andMe modelling process lies outside the scope of this paper, further details can be found in another study [13].

To perform the evaluation, the first step was to carry out an accessibility evaluation of navigation requirements using the WAVE Tool [39]. WAVE provides a technical report and shows the original web page with embedded icons and indicators that reveal the accessibility of the page (see Figure 7). To carry out this analysis, the public view of the 23andMe commercial site was used. As OOWS models represent the same navigational and content structure, navigation accessibility issues detected in the website are also present in the Web application defined using OOWS.

![Figure 7 Display page of WAVE Tool when checking 23andMe web page.](image)

The accessibility report generated detected that requirements N 01.02: Structural Mark-up and N 01.03: Navigation Resources are not supported. Both errors are present in nearly all the website pages analysed since navigation is a concern widely present in any Web application. Furthermore, requirement N 01.01: Good navigation is supported by the Web application, as highlighted in Figure 8, but not by the OOWS modelled application. Due to limitations on the modelling level, it must therefore also be considered in the extension.

Regarding the structural mark-up requirement, while heading elements are present, they are incorrectly ordered, as shown in Figure 9. To establish a logical ordering, OOWS models must support
a hierarchy of the information shown. This hierarchy is implicit in how information views are modelled: manager classes always show information related with the “h1” HTML element, whereas complementary classes show the information related with the subsequent headers (see UML comments in Figure 10). In this latter case, UML comments have been added to the OOWS modelling notation (see Figure 10) with the purpose of defining a logical ordering.

Figure 8   23andMe web page demonstrates good navigation (requirement N 01.01).

Figure 9 23andMe web page incorrectly shows ordered heading elements.

Regarding the navigation resources requirement, the issue detected was that OOWS models provide only a single resource for navigation: a main menu or navigation bar generated from the
information provided by the navigational map. To solve this issue, two additional mechanisms, breadcrumbs and site maps, must be generated from OOWS models.

Figure 10 Extended OOWS model with accessibility information in 23andMe.

5.3 Metamodel extensions

In order to respond to the accessibility requirements of the OOWS method, both the AWA_Metamodel and the AWA_Integration Strategy have been applied. To perform the integration, a weaving
metamodel between the OOWS metamodel and the AWA_Metamodel was defined [7]. In this new metamodel, each OOWS modelling entity translated into non-accessible code was related with the corresponding AWA_Metamodel entity. Thus, when a weaving model is defined, the OOWS conceptual model is extended with the expressivity of the accessibility required to conform to the WCAG standard.

In order to support the navigation-related accessible requirements presented in Section 4, the relationships defined in the OOWS-AWA weaving metamodel are detailed below. Figure 11 shows the set of relationships defined between the entities of the OOWS and the AWA_Metamodel. To illustrate these relationships with an example, Figure 10 presents an OOWS model for showing the health traits described in 23andMe that is extended with accessibility requirements (represented as a note attached to the corresponding modelling entity):

- **Requirement N 01.01 (good navigation).** A manager class can be related to a complementary class by means of a navigational relationship. This relationship implies a navigational capability to a target navigational context, creating a sequence link in the navigational map. Figure 10 illustrates a navigational relationship between ‘trait’ and ‘user data’ depicted with a solid arrow. The generated links from this modelling entity only provide the name of the target web page. To support accessible navigational links, each navigational relationship is related to the PageLink AWA entity in order to define the link purpose. The attribute type is also set to internal by default since OOWS does not define external links.

- **Requirement N 01.02 (structural mark-up).** Different navigational contexts are described as an aggregation of one or more AIUs which represent the requirement of retrieving a chunk of related information. That information is represented by the attributes of several navigational classes. Each AIU must include one navigational class, called the manager class, and optionally include a set of complementary classes to provide additional information.

  Each navigational class must be related to a ContentNode of the AWA metamodel in order to use the topic attribute for describing the content. Currently, the information retrieved is shown to the user without providing a logical structure or in a single level of content. To respond to this situation, manager classes are always linked to a Header entity that represents the first content level. Additionally, a Header entity can be linked to one or more complementary classes to show their information in a specific sub-level. According to Figure 10, information about the genetic variations associated to a trait and the user data will be shown in the second level, whereas bibliographic information will be shown in the third.

- **Requirement N 01.03 (navigation resources):** In OOWS, the navigational map defines the system’s navigational structure for each type of user. This map is depicted by means of a directed graph whose nodes represent navigational contexts and whose edges represent navigational links defining valid navigational paths. In OOWS, each webpage is generated from a navigational context. For that reason, the AWA AccessiblePage entity is related to a context in Figure 11. By default, the OOWS code generation process creates a breadcrumb for every web page. However, there is no a mechanism to define a site map. To solve this issue,
several Sitemap AWA entities are related to the different navigational maps. Hence, all links that define the application access can be obtained to define the Sitemap for each user.

Hence, the OOWS conceptual model is extended with the required accessibility information. The next step is to modify the corresponding code generator in order to support the specific AWA Code Patterns. This improvement must be done manually, as each method has its own specific implementation. However, the proposed patterns provide an effective guide and guarantee that corresponding guidelines from WCAG are complied.

5.4 Code Generation Extensions

With the aim of supporting accessible code generation, the OOWS M2C transformation process, based on XPand language rules [8], was redefined. This transformation process translates the information from the OOWS models to a custom PHP framework that generates the expected HTML. Details about this framework can be found in another study [35]. To establish the new code generation process rules, the corresponding AWA code patterns were considered. First, Figure 12 shows a code excerpt with the modifications to support the structural mark-up requirement. Mainly, when a new chunk of HTML information is generated using the AddInformationZone method (line 3), the header level is also the first method parameter. Next, the rule NavRelationship_rule, which generates the HTML related with the complementary information, is called recursively (line 4). In this rule, the information from complementary classes is generated using the ZoneDetailRelationship method (line 11). Taking into account the header level parameter, the corresponding HTML header tags are generated in the implementation of the above-mentioned methods.

To support the navigation resources requirement, a code-generation process must also be redefined. From the modelling perspective, the breadcrumb mechanism can be enabled in any

Figure 12 Code generation rule for structural mark-up.

Figure 13 Code generation rule for navigation resources.
navigational context using an UML annotation (See Figure 11) for specification. The code generation rule (see Figure 13) is quite straightforward: if the breadcrumb mechanism is set to true (line 5), the breadcrumb is included in the generation of a new page (line 4). Regarding the site map mechanism, the selected approach was to include a site map context in any application generated with OOWS, as this is a common requirement. This last change was included into the PHP framework. Thus, it is not guided by the models and must therefore be disabled programmatically.

Finally, in order to include the good navigation requirement, the purpose of each navigation application must be defined explicitly. Figure 14 shows the rule modification for performing this goal. The operation InternLinkTo (line 5) is responsible for generating an HTML link for each navigational relationship from OOWS models. A second parameter has been included in this method in order to set the title attribute of the HTML link generated.

5.5 Lessons Learned

The main lesson learned is that following the proposed modifications, navigational accessibility requirements from the 23andMe case study are satisfied. With few modifications at both modelling and code generation phases, accessibility is clearly improved in the context of the OOWS method.

Additionally, in the application of the AWA approach in the extension of the OOWS method, several interesting points should be noted. First, it is interesting that accessibility was not considered when the original method was designed. Hence, a preliminary accessibility analysis of the OOWS-generated applications showed several accessibility barriers. Instead of performing a method-specific analysis about how to solve those issues, the AWA support provides a concise solution and has simplified the process to carry out the required changes.

Of further interest is the application of AWA code patterns in the OOWS code generation process. Using some of the code patterns as the default choice in the code generation process, a high level of accessibility is ensured without analyst intervention. Nevertheless, it is true that in order to achieve the best degree of accessibility, some accessibility properties must be adjusted in the modelling phase. This is because some accessibility requirements are guided by Web application requirements.

Although this work focuses on navigational requirements, other accessibility requirements proposed by the AWA approach were also analysed to be included into the OOWS method, such as XHTML standard support. However, these requirements do not have a specific counterpart at the modelling level and thus only impact the code generation process. Other requirements such as that to make text content readable are not supported in any phase of the method and, therefore, cannot be considered. From this experience, it can be concluded that a small sub-set of accessibility requirements
can be addressed from a full model-driven perspective. Nevertheless, if it is possible to represent accessibility requirements as models applying a model-driven development (MDD) method, this significantly decreases development time.

6 Conclusions

Prior to the publication of this paper, few methodological frameworks considering the inclusion of accessibility in the Web development process could be found. The evaluation of accessibility in final code is not enough, since accessibility requirements must be managed from the design phase in order to ensure their systematic inclusion.

The AWA approach presented in this paper provides a set of accessibility requirements in response to this need. The approach is focused on the inclusion of accessibility requirements defined through the abstraction of WCAG. The requirements are addressed with two accessibility mechanisms that offer the following resources, namely, the AWA_Metamodel and AWA_Code_Patterns, as well as the AWA Integration Strategy. With the application of these accessibility mechanisms in the OOWS method, two principal advantages have been detected, namely, that previously-defined OOWS models can be extended with the accessibility criteria and the process whereby accessible code is generated is simplified as a result of providing modelling entities close to accessibility concepts.

Finally, the authors are currently working on an expansion of the AWA methodological support framework that provides assistance for WAI-ARIA.
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